The Royal Scarf

~The Anatomy of a Woven Scarf~
Once upon a time in the Kingdom of Weaving there lived a thread...
That Loved to Dance and Spin and became...

Princess Warp
She had a braid just like Rapunzel!
Mr. Reed

Combed her hair out
Mrs. Heddle

Threaded it to become a beautiful pattern
It was then time to Rock & Roll onto Master Loom
Meanwhile....

Prince Weft decided he wanted to dance also!
He danced through the sheds of the loom
The Prince and Princess danced for Many Days to create a Wonderful Work of Art.
Now time to get cleaned up!

The Royal Seamstress stitched them up so they would always be together
Bath time...

A nice warm press...

Some Fringe...
And...together they became a Scarf Fit For A King!
The End
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